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Disclaimer: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the 
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Anyone	�inding	the		humour	or	jokes	within	not	as	they’re	meant	“Just	Jokes”	
Please	try	reading		the	humor	with	your	Eyes	Tightly	Closed	It	de�inately	helps
Nothing	within	is	intended	to	be	racist,	discriminatory	or	offensive	to	anyone. 2

Monthly BBQ/Picnics are on the Fridays following the first Monday
 of each month & held at Jamieson Park Scarborough BYO CHAIR

General Meetings during Corona are held on the same day of our BBQ’s
at Jamieson Park, Scarborough preceding our BBQ 10am Start
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                                                          Cheers from   Cheers from 

Hi everyone I hope you are all well and practicing isolation and personal

hygiene and yes also wearing masks when venturing outside in public areas

while there are varied views on the wearing of masks just ask yourself

do they do any harm? so why not wear one outside the reality is they

do help to lessen the risk of Corona spread,

I reached a milestone this month reaching the ripe age of 70 years young

and am now a age Veteran like many of you youngsters in the sub-branch

I recall back to the Drs telling us at age 59 that I wouldnt last the night

out (at the time of my Heart attack. Then after making liars out of the

heart specialists the Cancer struck at age 60 and again the prognosis was

a short life expectancy however finding the best Oncologist and ENT

specialists they couldn’t get over the fact that two doses of separate

throat cancers and I was cured of the dreaded “C”.

Life took on a whole new meaning I surrounded myself with positive 

friends and family no negative thoughts or actions and all has been going 

well with many Hurdles along the way but life is so good that the thought

of the alternative is definately not an option,

I also must say that I have nothing but praise for the way that DVA

have responded to my medical needs and wants they have been the rock

of support providing many firsts in my case and whilst I hear many 

adverse comments about the DVA by members, I can say that you will

not hear me utter any negative comment about the DVA, they have treated

me, my wife & Family with nothing but respect providing approvals for 

whatever medical and associated needs required for maintaining a good 

(no make it a great) lifestyle with the conditions I have.

Ok enough from me Please stay safe, don’t drop your

guard for the Covit risk staying positive in all thoughts just

KEEP ON MAKING YOUR LIFE ENJOYABLE ITS YOUR CHOICE          

                                                          Cheers from 
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PRESIDENT÷S REPORT 
 
Our hardworking editor has to go into hospital for his usual treatment, so we are 
getting this edition out a little early.  Consequently, I won’t have the latest news from 
our Committee meeting.  However, I can report that we are still living in a COVID-19 
space/time continuum.  In Queensland we may have dodged a bullet, so far, but 
there have been changes to restrictions that will affect us.  For example, our 
September sausage sizzle won’t go ahead, and the golf trip is off, but we are still 
trying for a sausage sizzle and races trip in October.  I will have more definitive 
news next report. 
 
In the meantime, on 7 August our Redcliffe TPI Family had a successful sausage 
sizzle at FSB Jamieson.  It was a COVID-safe event and we had our (unofficial) plan 
to keep everyone safe.  We were out in the open with plenty of fresh air, we took all 
precautions to minimise the handling of food and drinks, and I was using a 
temperature gun as people arrived and created a roll of attendees.  But…I failed to 
warn people what I was doing because one person (who shall remain nameless) 
recoiled thinking I was going to squirt them with a water pistol - lesson learnt. 
 
We used a similar format to Bunnings sausage sizzles with some minor 
adjustments, and I thought it went well.  In fact, quite a few people have commented 
favourably.  Next time we will improve the format by cooking the onions in a 
separate frypan, freeing up both hotplates to start cooking the snags earlier and 
longer. 
 

Here are photos of our competent 
cooks and two terrific ladies who made 
sure the offering was well presented.  
We also were treated to some yummy 
dessert courtesy of the birthday boy. 
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AND…the photos don't stop there.  Here we have some of our group sitting around 
enjoying the occasion, and the ladies showing the men how to maintain physical 
distancing whilst lining up for something to eat. 

 

 
The next couple of photos show a funny side of our group (humour is always in 
abundance).  As I mentioned in an earlier report, Clarence has been busy making 
jams and preserves, and on this occasion brought along a batch to sell and donate 
the proceeds - thanks mate.  The sale itself was successful, thanks to Clarence’s 
marketing skills and sales tactics.  10 out of 10 for initiative. 

 
Several people have commented to me that it was great to once again meet with our 
Redcliffe TPI Family, and how much they missed our camaraderie.  Indeed, we are 
a special group of people.  By the way, we didn't go ahead with a meeting - there 
was no need to spoil the atmosphere on the day.  However, we will consider 
providing an “update” in the future to keep everyone informed. 
 

August 18 is Vietnam Veteran’s Day.   Redcliffe RSL usually have quite 
a crowd turn up, but due to the restrictions on crowd numbers and the 
requirement for physical distancing, Redcliffe RSL opted to not have an 
event open to the public. 

 
I elected to stay home to quietly contemplate and reflect; however, some of our 
group did attend an event at the Burpengary memorial, and some were at Standown 
Park for that commemorative event.  I managed to obtain some photos and have 
included them on the next page. 
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Burpengary 

 
Standown Park 
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TPI Ted is out of hibernation, but for how long we aren’t exactly sure given the ever-
changing COVID environment.  In my last report I mentioned that Ted was on a 
sunny safari with Garry, Col and friends up through the centre of Queensland. 
 
Garry & Col posted quite a large number of photos (over 50) on the TPI Ted 
Facebook page – thanks fellas.  However, for the benefit of those who are not on 
Facebook, I will put a few photos in here - you will have to put up with my selections. 
 
And before you ask, the juxtaposition of the first two photos has no hidden meaning.  
Ted was outside not inside the cop shop. 
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If you have seen Ted’s adventures with Garry and Col on Facebook, you will notice 
that Ted will claim to be a new rival for Lucky Starr (I’ve been everywhere).  The 
next few photos, courtesy of Mike and Nola (thanks), highlight Ted’s penchant for a 
risqué attitude to life; eating well, drinking heaps and living dangerously. 
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Some of you may have heard about some trouble between our Victorian 
branch and our national executive.  Well, it would appear to be 
unreconcilable at this stage, and has come to a head.  Victoria has 
seceded from the Federation.  I won’t go into any detail here other than to 
say that the last I heard Queensland remains a part of the federation. 

 
Before I sign off, with all this COVID-crap around, I thought I might slip in a couple of 
stories about army engineers to tickle the fancy of the engineers in our group and 
help us understand how they think. 
 

Two army engineers were standing at the base of a flagpole, looking at its 
top.  A woman walked by and asked what they were doing.  "The CO told 
us to find the height of this flagpole," said one, "but we don't have a 
ladder."  The woman took a spanner from her purse, loosened a couple of 
bolts, and laid the pole down on the ground.  She then took a tape 
measure from her purse, took a measurement, announced, "6.5 metres," 
and walked away.  One engineer shook his head and laughed, "A lot of 
good that does us.  We need the height and she gave us the length!"? 

 
An army engineer was digging his pit one day, when a frog called out to 
him and said, "If you kiss me, I'll turn into a beautiful princess."  The 
engineer bent over, picked up the frog, and put it in his pocket  The frog 
spoke up again and said, "If you kiss me and turn me back into a princess 
I'll stay with you for one week and do anything you want."  Again, the 
engineer took the frog out, smiled at it and put it back into his 

pocket. ??Finally, the frog asked, "What's the matter? I've told you I'm a 
beautiful princess and that I'll stay with you for one week and do anything 
you want. Why won't you kiss me?"  The engineer said, "Look, I'm an 
engineer. I don't have time for a girlfriend.  But a talking frog - now that's 
cool." 

 
Finally, if the committee decides on any 
changes to what I have put in here, we will 
send something to you to clarify the 
situation. 
 
And remember, growing your own 
tomatoes is the best way to devote three 
months of your life to saving $2.00. 
 
Take care,  
 

Phil 
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 Follow in the footsteps of Queenslanders past and present, who have been coming to 
Anzac Square for almost a century, to commemorate Australia÷s service community. 

 As ground zero for the State’s key commemoration events, Anzac Square and 
Memorial Galleries attract thousands of people from across the country each year, 
looking to uphold the spirit and traditions of the ANZAC’s including on Australia’s two 

major days of remembrance, Anzac Day and Remembrance Day, as well as for other 
key events. 

COMMEMORATIONS	DURING	AUGUST

 

 After the Japanese surrender to the allies on 14 

August 1945, the Australian Prime Minister 

announced the official end of WWII on 15 August 

1945, and this day is commemorated annually as 

Victory in the Pacific or VP Day. 

  In some countries, it is also known as Victory 

over Japan or VJ Day. The first VP Day was 

celebrated with jubilation as crowds filled streets 

in towns and cities across the nation, including at 

Anzac Square, to celebrate the much-anticipated 

end of WWII. Today VP Day remains an  

 Victory in the Pacific (VP) Day – 15 August 

occasion to commemorate all those Australians who served and died in WWII, and 

especially those who served and fought in the War in the Pacific. This year – 2020 

marks the 75th anniversary of VP Day, and we invite you to join in the 

commemorations. 

	Vietnam	Veterans’	Day	–	18	August 
 Approximately 60,000 Australians served their country in Vietnam between 1962 and 

1972 and the day now commemorated as Vietnam Veterans’ Day is the anniversary of 

the Battle of Long Tan, which took place on 18 August, 1966. This infamous battle, 

involving Delta Company of 6RAR, saw 108 Australians, who were vastly outnumbered 

by North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces, endure a long, brutal attack in rain and 

mud in a rubber plantation near the Australian base at Nui Dat. Against the odds, the 

Australians prevailed, but with the loss of 18 of their men and dozens more wounded. 

 In 1987, Long Tan Day was officially adopted as Vietnam Veterans’ Day and is now an 

annual occasion to acknowledge the service and sacrifice of all Vietnam veterans. 



GOLFERS	TRIP	AWAY

INTERSTATE	TRAVEL	IS	NOT	WITHOUT	RISK		THATINTERSTATE	TRAVEL	IS	NOT	WITHOUT	RISK		THAT
BORDERS	CAN	STAY	CLOSED.	QLD	GOV’T	HAVEBORDERS	CAN	STAY	CLOSED.	QLD	GOV’T	HAVE

MUTED	THAT	BORDERS	MAY	STAY	CLOSED	UNTIL	2021MUTED	THAT	BORDERS	MAY	STAY	CLOSED	UNTIL	2021
SO	TENTERFRIELD	OUT	WAS	A	GOOD	CALLSO	TENTERFRIELD	OUT	WAS	A	GOOD	CALL

		
A	TRIP	TO	TOOWOOMBA	IS	A	GREAT	OPTION	SO	SEEA	TRIP	TO	TOOWOOMBA	IS	A	GREAT	OPTION	SO	SEE
DAVE	RICKMAN	TODAY	THERE	MAY	BE	A	SPACE	DAVE	RICKMAN	TODAY	THERE	MAY	BE	A	SPACE	

INTERSTATE	TRAVEL	IS	NOT	WITHOUT	RISK		THAT
BORDERS	CAN	STAY	CLOSED.	QLD	GOV’T	HAVE

MUTED	THAT	BORDERS	MAY	STAY	CLOSED	UNTIL	2021
SO	TENTERFRIELD	OUT	WAS	A	GOOD	CALL

	
A	TRIP	TO	TOOWOOMBA	IS	A	GREAT	OPTION	SO	SEE
DAVE	RICKMAN	TODAY	THERE	MAY	BE	A	SPACE	

DAVE	RICKMAN		Phone	No			0458	883	108
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NOTICE
YOU	MUST	BRING	YOUR	OWN	SEATING	TO	THE	MEETING	

AND	SOSSAGE	SIZZLE	AT	JAMIESON	PARK.

THERE	IS	NO	SEATING	TO	BE	USED	UNDER	THE	
GAZEBO	DUE	TO	COVIT-19	AND	COUNCIL,	STATE

&	HEALTH	RULES	OR	REGULATIONS

 Hospital regulations   require a wheel chair for 

patients being discharged. However, while working as a student 
nurse, I found one elderly gentleman already dressed and sitting on 
the bed with a suitcase at his feet, who insisted he   didn't need my 
help to leave the hospital.    
 After a chat about rules being rules, he reluctantly let me wheel 
him to the elevator     
On the way down I asked him if his wife was meeting him.    
 'I don't know,' he said. 'She's still upstairs in the bathroom 
changing out of her hospital gown.' 
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From	the	
SECRETARY’S	DESK

The	Treasury	Report		Paddy		Mc	Scrooge	
							

Now	we’re	getting	back	in	business	with	our
sossage	sizzle	last	month	and	with	everyone
working	and	getting	their	acts	together	for
our	�irst	combined	meeting	followed	by	the	
Sizzle	lunch

My	report	will	be	tabled	at	the	meeting	in	the
usual	format	with	my	explanations	&	comments

																																					Paddy	(Scrooge	McDuck)	Neil

It	was	so	good	to	see	you	all	at	last	months	sizzle
and	now	it’s	back	to	the	grindstone	dealing

with	the	Corona	risks	your	safety	and	the	usual
correspondence,	reports	and	general	activities.

Please	each	&	all	WE	must	practice	social	
distancing	at	all	our	meetings	now	and	that
means	1.5	metres	distance	to	the	next	person

Michael K
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An elderly couple   had dinner at another couple's 

house, and after eating, the wives left the table and went into the 
kitchen.     
The two gentlemen were talking, and one said, 'Last night we went 
out to a new restaurant and it was really great. I would recommend 
it very highly'     
The other man said, 'What is the name of the restaurant?'     
The first man thought and thought and finally said, 'What's the 
name of that flower you give to someone you love?  You know, the 
one that's red and has thorns.'     
'Do you mean a rose?'    
'Yes, that's the one,' replied the man. He then turned towards the 
kitchen and yelled, 'Hey Rose, what's the name of that restaurant 
we went to last night?'     

Your doing a great
job lad, all your
hard work is noted



The	Ladies	Funnybones

A	man	returns	home,	a	day	early,	from	
a	business	trip.		
It	is	after	midnight	and,	while	en-route	
home,	he	asks	the	cabby	if	he	would	be	
his	witness.	He	explains	to	the	driver	
that	he	suspects	his	wife	is	having	an	
affair,	and	he	wants	to	catch	her	in	the	
act.	
For	a	$100,	the	cabby	gladly	agrees.	

 Caught out 

Quietly	arriving	home,	the	husband	and	cabby	tiptoe	into	the	bedroom.	
The	hubby	switches	on	the	lights,	yanks	the	blanket	back,	and	there	is	his	
wife,	in	bed,	with	another	man.	
The	hubby	is,	visibly	enraged,	puts	a	gun	to	the	naked	man’s	head.	
The	wife,	is	freaking	out,	shouts:	“	Don’t	do	it!	Please	don’t	do	it!	I	lied	to	
you	when	I	told	you	that	I	inherited	all	the	money.	
He	paid	for	the	Porsche	I	gave	you.	
He	paid	for	our	new	cabin	cruiser.	
He	paid	for	your	football	season	tickets.	
He	paid	for	our	house	on	the	lake.	
He	paid	for	your	Hawaiian	golf	vacation.	
He	paid	for	our	country	club	membership,	and	he	pays	the	monthly	dues	
there.”	

	Shaking	his	head	in	total	disbelief,	the	husband	slowly	lowers	the	gun.	
	He	looks	over	at	the	cabby	and	asks:	“	What	would	you	do?”	

 The cabby replies: Me “if it was up to me then [ 

“I’d cover his ass with that blanket, before he catches a cold!!” 
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FOR	SALE
Available for members to buy from the samples box or you can pre-order one- 

off Pens,Pencils, Fountain Pens,Letter Openers, Sewing Quick Pickers,Wine Bottle 

Stoppers, Perfume Pens, Key Rings, and other items in wood or resins acrylics etc.

George has embarked on a new hobby & has already produced orders for Birthdays, 

Service Logo’s with individual Names in wood &/or resin these make great gifts.

You can order in wood or acrylic material,any color scheme or picture inside etc.

See George or call 5497-7611 for more details or take a look at some samples.

 When insults had  Class!! 

 These glorious insults are from an era " before"  our 
English language got boiled down to 4-letter words 

 A member of Parliament to Disraeli: "Sir, you will either die 
on the gallows or of some unspeakable disease." 

 "That depends, Sir, " said Disraeli, "whether I embrace your 
policies or your mistress." 

 "He has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his friends." 
Oscar Wilde 

 "I am enclosing two tickets to the first night of my new play; 
bring a friend, if you have one." 

George Bernard Shaw to Winston Churchill 

 "Cannot possibly attend first night, will attend second... if 
there is one."   Winston Churchill, in response 

 "I feel so miserable without you; it's almost like having you 
here."    Stephen Bishop 

 In order to avoid being called a flirt, she always yielded 
easily."     Charles, Count Talleyrand 

I	MUST	SAY		THAT	IF	YOU	ARE	SEEKING	REAL	QUALITY	WOODTURNING	ITEMS	
LOOK	NO	FURTHER	THAN	OUR	MEMBER	KEN	RAY	WHO	IS	THE		UNEQUALLED	

PROFESSIONAL	AT	TRUE	WOOD	TURNING.	
AS	A	NEW	HOBBYIST	I	AM	IN	AWE	OF	KEN’S	WORK.
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Your Committee Wishes all members a Corana 
Free health report

PLEASE IF EVERYONE PRACTICES THEIR SOCIAL
 DISTANCING IT WILL BE FOR THE ABSOLUTE 

GOOD OF YOUR OWN HEALTH
 

Social distancing may restricts our usual contact 

Interactions but there are many other ways we can

help our members in need. if we know

Q STORE OPEN FOR ONLINE ORDERS
BILL IS TOUTING FOR  YA BUSINESS SO GIVE HIM A CALL ,

SEND  HIM AN EMAIL  OR EVEN SMOKE SIGNALS TO ORDER
SOME TERRIFIC ITEMS ARE ON SALE LIKE:  SHIRTS, 

JACKETS, HATS, MEMORABELIA & LOTS OF GIFT ITEMS.

            Phone  3886 6049 Email boody7@bigpond.com

Deliveries &/or pick up can be arranged to mutual agreement

SICK
PARADE

Have	you	checked	with	Paddy	that	he	has	a	record	of	your	payment
for	2020	or		if	you	were	one	of	the	members	the	club	paid	your

State	TPI	subsidies	for.

		ALSO	PLEASE	CHECK	WITH	PADDY	THAT	THE	CONTACT	DETAILS	WE	HAVE
FOR	YOU	HAVE	NOT	CHANGED.	MAYBE	YOU	HAVE	MOVED	RESIDENCE,	GONE	

TO	NBN,		CHANGED	YOUR	EMAIL	OR	OTHER	REASONS.

PLEASE	IF	YOU	ARE	NOT	RECEIVING	THE	COMMSCORD	BY	EITHER	
EMAIL	OR	MAIL	THEN	WE	DON’T	HAVE	YOUR	CORRECT	DETAILS
THIS	WILL	BE	THE	LAST	REMINDER	TO	UPDATE	YOUR	INFO	SO	

CONTACT	GEORGE	ON	5497-7611	OR		0422	870	245	OR	EMAIL	HIM
	

												GEORGE’S	EMAIL	IS:		gpd850@gmail.com

17
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MEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBERMEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBERMEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBER
Elfie (the Good Elf)  Cox 

Elfie was born in Austria (Bregenz) not very far away from 

Sound of Music fame and has a very polished voice that gets

Practice shouting, at Big Bad Bruce The Elf is highly educated

at high school (it was up the Hill) and then finishing off with

an apprenticeship at the Elf’s school of dressmaking. In Austria

school consisted of 4 years primary & 4 years secondary 

but only for for the very talented & Inteligent Austrians. 

At age 14 she earned her very own Elf Ears and elf’s 

fairy wings becoming a fully fledged dressmaking Good Elf 

hailing from the North.

Our Young, innocent Elfie was married in 1964 migrating 

to Australia in June 1965 with 1st Hubby & son in tow

Arriving in Sydney and singing the famous Eidelwise they soon settled 

in Melbourne where the climate was similar to the Austria they left behind. 

How fast she learned the locals didnt speak any Elfinese neither Austrian  

for that matter and Elfie was a “No speaka da english Immigrant arrival” her

vocabulary was not much more than a Yes & No. It wasn’t long before Niave 

Elfie was told to take more care with the use of her “Yes’s” because Elfie was

very well mannered not wanting to be rude or unkind to the local Yokals 

she would merely say Yes trying to express she agreed in whatever 

they were saying.



 A Big mistake because the Aussie guy s back then would take the Mickey  out of any good 

looking immigrants taking many a different meaning to nice Yes’s . One of the Elf’s early 

accomplishments was  owning a tiny black and white  TV, Elfie  loved to watch the 

Monkey ’s show (now we can see the attraction Bruce was) & slowly  grasped the  English 

language watching them  Monkey’s . By mimicking &  piecing the song words together then 

sentences  she mastered  in “Monkey English ”. Melbourne was not to their liking and they 

moved to NSW a place called Wangi Wangi ,(Hmmm)  a very lovely place just by the bay. In 

a nice house  overlooking the water  costing  10,000 Quid, but what Elf back in the 60’s had 

10,000 . After a few months they moved back to Melbourne  & Bought two block s of land 

for 200 pounds  each (closer to her Elf financial limits” They  Paid them off and built a 

house in 1971. With No 2  son born in 1972. In 1974 they sold the other block and went 

back to Austria  after 9 years  with tad homesick feelings .  

 Back in Aussie life went on pretty normal  moving to Sunny Qld Wellin gton Point in 82. 

Where independent Elfie & Hubby taking separate paths in 1988. Elfie now moved to 

Caboolture . Where on a beautiful day in 2005.  Just taking Pooch for a walk noticed a  

handsome Austrian type Goat-Herder guy, also walking  his dog they got to talking and 

behold both dogs were called Sasha  (Hhhmmm the guy ’s Pooch never did respond to 

Sasha funny that) & so it was Kismet or was it Kiss Me? But they had so much in common , 

from that moment they met  (Yes the  Goat-Herders na me was  Bruce) it was Stars all 

around as they  hit it off while their two Pooches piddled on the same tree on that 

beautiful first day in Caboolture . Both Elfie & Bruce tell us how fortunate they are to have 

met each other , Ahhhhhhh  Love can be so Blinding  when you don ’t go to SPECSAVERS .  

Elfie will tell you she knew absolutely nothing about the Vietnam War or the relevance  of 

TPI status (except what she read occasionally ) but has made so many great friends at the 

Redcliffe sub branch  learning a lot since  & has a very good ear getting along with all us  

Vet’s and our families  she is proud to call all of us  her friends.  After 10 years living 

together with her Goat-hearder  Bruce they  decided to  get married in June 2015   & who 

knows you may see them about tending to a Flaock of Mountain climbing Goats singing to 

the Sound of Music  songs like Idle -Vice, Idle = Vice, or Doe a Dear is not Brucey Woosy .  19
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More recently the Cox’s had sold 

their houses and bought into the

Village lifestyle homes in Torrens

Road Caboolture where they have

every facility that they could ever

want or need at their beconing and 

absolutely love their lifestyle there

making friends as they go.

Like all other Elf Fairy Tales our 

Elfie & her Beau the Handsome 

Goat-Hearder Bruce are living their 

Happy dream for ever after & God 

willing this will be for Many Many 

years to come.

Thank you Elfie for your wonderful

Friendship we are so much richer for being your friends

Will	this	may	be	the	penultimate	last	member	pro�ile	storey	as	
I	have	run	out	of		members	offering	to	share	their	backgrounds
&	life	summary	storeys	and	photos.

We	have	a	few	shy	committee	guy’s	and	another	100	plus	members	
not	willing	to	put	pen	to	paper	notin	g	down	some	headings,	words
and	or	photos.	
We	don’t	need	lengthy	articles	or	professional	writings	as	I	will	
put	my	own	intelectual	touch	on	any	facts	unless	you	advise	not	to.

I	believe	that	readers	like	the	meet	yr	member	segment	&	I	would
like	to	continue	but	only	if	there’s	enough	interest	by	you	???

You	don’t	have	to	be	Ex-Service	or	think	you	have	had	an	exciting	
life	everyone’s	background	is	interesting	and	also	their	family,	
origins.	sports,	work,	school,	marriage/s		Kids	etc	all	is	interesting	
for	us	to	get	to	know	you	a	bit	better.
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POETS	PAGEPOETS	PAGE

 Our flag bears the stars that blaze at night 

In our southern sky of blue 

 And that little old flag in the corner 

That's part of our heritage too. 

 

 It's for the English, the Scots and the Irish 

Who were sent to the end of the earth 

 The rogues and the schemers, the doers and dreamers 

Who gave modern Australia birth. 

 

 And you who are shouting to change it 

You don't seem to understand 

 It's the flag of our laws and language 

Not the flag of a faraway land. 

 

 Though there are plenty of people who will tell you 

How when Europe was plunged into night 

 That little old flag in the corner 

Was their symbol of freedom and light. 

 

 It's only an old piece of bunting 

It's only an old coloured rag 

 But there are thousands who died for its honour 

And fell in defence of our flag. 

 

 It doesn't mean that we owe our allegiance 

To a forgotten imperial dream 

 We've the stars to show where we're going 

And the old flag to show where we've been. 
 Written by Alex Martin. 
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 Havin a Beer with Jesus 

 The three men kept looking at this other 

man, for he seemed quite familiar. 

They stared and wondered where they had 

seen him before,then suddenly Paddy the 

Irishman cried out 

 'My God, I know who it is. It's 

Jesus!' 

 The Irishman,  Paddy calls out, 'Hey! You!!! Are you Jesus?' 

 The man looks over at him, smiles nods his head and says 'Yes, I am Jesus'  

 The Irishman calls the bartender and says Can ya give Jesus a Guinness from me.' 

 So the bartender pours a Guinness and takes it over to Jesus’s table. 

 Jesus looks over, raises the guinness, smiles says thank you and drinks it down. 

 The Pom then calls out, 'Pardon me old chap, but are you Truely Jesus old man?' 

 Jesus smiles and says, 'Yes by gum, I am Jesus.' 

 The Pom beckons the bartender and tells him to send over a Pint of Newcastle  

Brown Ale to Jesus. The bartender does. As before, Jesus accepts the drink and 

smiles over at the men. 

 Now Mick the Aussie calls out, 'Oi, mate! D'ya reckon Ridgy Didge you're Jesus, ?' 

 Jesus nods and says, 'Yeh Mate, I am Dinky Dye Jesus.' 

 Aussie Mick is mighty impressed and has the bartender send over a Tall icy cold 

schooner of Four  XXXX for Jesus, which he accepts with pleasure. A Short time 

later, Jesus gets out of his seat and approaches the three men. He reaches for the 

hand of Paddy the Irishman and shakes it, thanking him for the Guinness. 

 Paddy cries out. “Bey-Jesus”, the Chest problems are gone,' he says. 'The Breathing 

issues I've had for years are all gone. It's a miracle!' 

 Jesus then shakes the hand of the Pom, thanking him for the Newcastle Brown On 

ending the handshake, the Pommy’s eyes widen and he exclaims, By Jove Chaps'My 

neck pain ever since I fell off my polo pony years ago are gone. It's a miracle! 

 Jesus then approaches Aussie, Mick 

who has a terrified look on his face. 

  Mick The Aussie whispers.     

'Piss off mate, I'm on  

  Workers Comp.' 



 TIMELINE OF AUSTRALIAS INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM WAR 

 
Members of the 

2nd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment 

during a patrol in September 1967 

Part...2
 

 From an Australian perspective, one of the most 
famous engagements in the war was the Battle of 
Long Tan Ŏ╙╜ľ ╙ Ċ◘◘╫ ♫▄Ăľ ś ◘■ و ی  Ă■ŕ و  ! آل ĵ ┼ĵ ℓ Ċ  
1966. During the battle a company from 6 RAR, 
despite being heavily outnumbered, fought off a  
large enemy assault of regimental strength. 18 
Australians were killed and 24 wounded, while at  
least 245 Viet Cong were killed. It was a decisive 
Australian victory and is often cited as an example  
of the importance of combining and coordinating 
infantry, artillery, armour and military aviation. 

  The battle had considerable tactical implications as well, being significant in allowing 
the Australians to gain dominance over Phuoc Tuy Province, and although there were 
other large-scale encounters in later years, 1 ATF was not fundamentally challenged 
again. Regardless, during February 1967 1 ATF sustained its heaviest casualties in the 
war to that point, losing 16 men killed and 55 wounded in a single week, the bulk of 
them during Operation Bribie. 1 ATF appeared to have lost the initiative and for the first 
time in nine months of operations the number of Australians killed in battle, or from 
friendly fire, mines or booby traps, had reversed the task force's kill ratio. 

  Such losses underscored the need for a third battalion and the requirement for tanks 

to support the infantry; a realization which challenged the conventional wisdom of 

Australian counter-revolutionary warfare doctrine which had previously allotted only a 

minor role to armor. Yet, it would be nearly a year before more Australian forces would 

finally arrive in Vietnam. To Brigadier Stuart Graham, the 1 ATF commander, 

Operation Bribie confirmed the need to establish a physical barrier to deny the Viet 

Cong freedom of movement and thereby regain the initiative, and the subsequent 

decision to establish an 11 kilometer (6.8 mi) barrier minefield źŉ◘▓ Dat Do to the coast 

increasingly came to dominate task force planning. Yet ultimately this would prove both 

controversial and costly for the Australians, and despite initial success, the minefield 

would become a source of munitions for the Viet Cong to use against 1 ATF and later 

the decision would be made to remove it in 1969.  Meanwhile, as the war continued to 

escalate following further American troop increases, 1 ATF was heavily reinforced in 

late 1967. A third infantry battalion arrived in December 1967, and a squadron ◘ź 

Centurion tanks and more Iroquois helicopters were added in early 1968. In all a 

further 1,200 men were deployed, taking the total Australian troop strength to over  

  8,000 men, its highest level during the war. This increase effectively doubled the 

combat power available to the task force commander. 

  Although primarily operating out of Phuoc Tuy, the 1 ATF was also available for 
ŕ ś♫▄◘Ŧ▓ś■Ċ ś▄ℓ śŎ╙śŉś ╜■ the Corps Tactical Zone. As the province progressively  
came under control, 1968 saw the Australians spending a significant period of  
time conducting operations further afield. 24

which took place on 18 & 19 August

deployment elsewhere in the 

from	Dat	Do	to	the	coast



 The communist Tet offensive Ľś┼Ă■ ◘■ ھى WĂ■ĵ ĂŉŦ یيآلو  Ŏ╜Ċ╙ Ċ╙ś Ă╜▓ ◘ź ╜■ľ ╜Ċ╜■┼ Ă 
general uprising, simultaneously engulfing population centres across South Vietnam. In 
response, 1 ATF was deployed along likely infiltration routes to defend the vital Bien 
Hoa Long Binh ľ ◘▓♫▄śŝ ■śĂŉ Saigon, as part of Operation Coburg ĽśĊŎśś■ WĂ■ĵ ĂŉŦ 
and March. Heavy fighting resulted in 17 Australians killed and 61 wounded, while 
communist casualties included at least 145 killed, 110 wounded and 5 captured, with 
many more removed from the battlefield. Meanwhile, Tet also affected Phuoc Tuy 
Province, and although stretched thin the remaining Australian forces there 
successfully repelled an attack on Ba Ria, as well as spoiling a harassing attack on 
Long Dien Ă■ŕ  ľ ◘■ŕ ĵ ľ Ċ╜■┼ Ă ℓ Ŏśś♫ ◘ź I oa Long, killing 50 Viet Cong and wounding 25 
for the loss of five Australians killed and 24 wounded.

[
 In late February the communist 

offensive collapsed, suffering more than 45,000 killed  against South Vietnamese and 
allied losses of only 6,000 men. Regardless, Tet proved to be a turning point in the 
war, and although it had been a tactical disaster for the communists it proved a 
strategic victory for Hanoi as confidence in the American military and political 
leadership collapsed, as did public support for the war in the United States. 

 

A No. 2 Squadron Canberra bomber 

operating over South Vietnam in 1970 

 Tet had a similar effect on Australian public 
opinion, and caused growing uncertainty in the 
government about the determination of the 
United States to remain militarily involved in 
Southeast Asia. Amid the initial shock, Prime 
Minister John Gorton unexpectedly declared for 
the first time that Australia would not increase its 
military commitment in Vietnam. 

 The war continued without respite, and between May and June 1968 1 ATF was again 
deployed away from Phư?c Tuy in response to intelligence reports of another 
impending offensive. In May 1968 1 RAR and 3 RAR with armour and artillery support 
fought off large-scale attacks during the Battle of  Coral–Balmoral. Twenty-five 
Australians were killed and nearly 100 wounded, while the North Vietnamese lost in 
excess of 300 killed. 

 Later, from December 1968 to February 1969 two battalions from 1 ATF again 
deployed away from their base in Phư? c Tuy province, operating against suspected 
communist bases in the Hat Dich area, in western Phư?c Tuy, south-eastern Biên Hòa 
and south-western Long Khan provinces during Operation Goodwood. The fighting 
lasted 78 days and was one of the longest out of province operations mounted by the 
Australians during the war.  

 From May 1969 the main effort of the task force returned to Phư? c Tuy 
Province. Later in June 1969, 5 RAR fought one of the last large-scale actions of the 
Australian war, during the Battle of Binh Ba, 5 kilometres (3.1 mi) north of Nui Dat in 
Phư?c Tuy Province. The battle was unusual in the Australian experience, involving 
infantry and armour in close-quarter house-to-house fighting through the village of Binh 
Ba against a combined force of Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army. For the loss of 
one Australian killed at the communists lost 107 killed, six wounded and eight captured 
in a hard-fought but one-sided engagement. 
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began on 30 January 1968 with the aim of inciting a

Hoa Long Binh complexnear Saigon, as part of Operationj Coburg between January

and conducting a sweep of Hoa Long,



 

Soldiers who had recently returned from 

Vietnam marching past Sydney Town Hall 

in 1968. At least 16 such parades were 

conducted to welcome units back during 

the war, with many attracting large crowds 

of civilians. 

 Due to the losses suffered at Binh Ba forced 
the NVA to move out of Ph٨?c Tuy into 
adjoining provinces and although the 
Australians did encounter main force units in 
the years to come, the Battle of Binh Ba 
marked the end of such clashes. Yet while the 
Viet Cong had largely been forced to withdraw 
to the borders of the province by 1968/69, the 
situation in Phư?c Tuy was challenged on 
several occasions in the following years, 
including during the 1968 Tet Offensive, as well 
as in mid-1969 following the incursion of the 
North Vietnamese 33rd Regiment, again in mid 
1971 with further incursions by the 33rd 
Regiment and several Viet Cong main force 
units, and finally during the Easter Offensive in 
1972. Attacks on RF outposts and incursions 
into the villages had also continued.  

 Such large-scale battles were not the norm in Phư?c Tuy Province. More typical of the 
Australian war was company-level patrolling and cordon and search operations which 
were designed to put pressure on enemy units and disrupt their access to the local 
population. To the end of Australian operations in Phư?c Tuy this remained the focus 
of Australian efforts and was this approach arguably allowed the restoration of 
government control in the province. Australia's peak commitment at any one time was 
7,672 combat troops and New Zealand's, 552, in 1969. 

 During this time the AATTV had continued to operate in support of the South 
Vietnamese forces, with an area of operations stretching from the far south to 
the Vietnamese Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) forming the border between North 
Vietnam and South Vietnam. Members of the team were involved in many combat 
operations, often commanding formations of Vietnamese soldiers. Some advisors 
worked with regular ARVN units and formations, while others worked with the 
Montagnard hill tribes in conjunction with US Special Forces. A few were involved in 
the controversial Phoenix Program run by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
which was designed to target the Viet Cong infrastructure through infiltration, arrest 
and assassination. The AATTV became Australia's most decorated unit of the war, 
including all four Victoria Crosses awarded during the conflict. 

 Australian counter-insurgency tactics and civic action 
 Historian Albert Palazzo comments that when the Australians entered the Vietnam 
War, it was with their own "well considered ...concept of war", and this was often 
contradictory or in conflict with US concepts. The 1 ATF light infantry tactics such as 
patrolling, searching villages without destroying them (with a view to eventually 
converting them), and ambush and counter ambush drew criticism from some US 
commanders. General William Westmoreland is reported to have complained to Major 
General Tim Vincent that 1 ATF was "not being aggressive enough". By comparison, 
US forces sought to flush out the enemy and achieve rapid and decisive victory 
through "brazen scrub bashing" and the use of "massive firepower. 
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" Australians acknowledged they had much to learn from the US forces about heliborne 
assault and joint armour and infantry assaults. Yet the US measure of success—
the body count—was apparently held in contempt by many 1 ATF battalion 
commanders.  
 In 1966 journalist Gerald Stone described tactics then being used by Australian 
soldiers newly arrived in Vietnam: 

 The Australian battalion has been described ...as the safest combat force in Vietnam... 
It is widely felt that the Australians have shown themselves able to give chase to the 
guerrillas without exposing themselves to the lethal ambushes that have claimed so 
many American dead... Australian patrols shun jungle tracks and clearings... picking 
their way carefully and quietly through bamboo thickets and tangled foliage... .It is a 
frustrating experience to trek through the jungle with Australians. Patrols have taken as 
much as nine hours to sweep a mile of terrain. They move forward a few steps at a 
time, stop, listen, then proceed again. 

 

An Australian soldier armed 

with an M60 machine gun 

 Looking back on ten years of reporting the war in 
Vietnam and Cambodia, journalist Neil Davis said in 
1983: "I was very proud of the Australian troops. They 
were very professional, very well trained and they fought 
the people they were sent to fight—the Viet Cong. They 
tried not to involve civilians and generally there were 
fewer casualties inflicted by the Australians." Another 
perspective on Australian operations was provided 
by David Hackworth, Vietnam's most decorated US 
soldier. "The Aussies used squads to make contact... 
and brought in reinforcements to do the killing; they 
planned in the belief that a platoon on the battlefield 
could do anything. 

 For some Viet Cong leaders there was no doubt the Australian jungle warfare 
approach was effective. One former Viet Cong leader is quoted as saying: "worse than 
the Americans were the Australians. The Americans style was to hit us, then call for 
planes and artillery. Our response was to break contact and disappear if we 
could...The Australians were more patient than the Americans, better guerrilla fighters, 
better at ambushes. They liked to stay with us instead of calling in the planes. We were 
more afraid of their style." According to Albert Palazzo, as a junior partner, the 
Australians had little opportunity to influence US strategy in the war: "the American 
concept [of how the war should be fought] remained unchallenged and it prevailed 
almost by default. 

 Overall, the operational strategy used by the Australian Army in Vietnam was not 
successful. Palazzo believes that like the Americans, Australian strategy was focused 
on seeking to engage the Communist forces in battle and ultimately failed as the 
Communists were generally able to evade Australian forces when conditions were not 
favourable. Moreover, the Australians did not devote sufficient resources to disrupting 
the logistical infrastructure which supported the Communist forces in Phư?c Tuy 
Province and popular support for the Communists remained strong. After 1 ATF was 
withdrawn in 1971 the insurgency in Phư?c Tuy rapidly expanded. 
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 Historians Andrew Ross, Robert Hall, and Amy Griffin, on the other hand make the 
point that Australian forces more often than not defeated the Communists whenever 
they met them, nine times out of ten or greater. When the Australians were able to set 
ambushes, or openly engage the enemy, they defeated the Communists and killed or 
destroyed the units that opposed them. 

 Meanwhile, although the bulk of Australian military resources in Vietnam were devoted 
to operations against the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces, a civic action 
program was also undertaken to assist the local population and government authorities 
in Phư?c Tuy. This included projects aimed at winning the support of the people and 
was seen as an essential element of Australian counter-revolutionary 
doctrine.

[73]
 Australian forces had first undertaken some civic action projects in 1965 

while 1 RAR was operating in Biên Hòa, and similar work was started in Phư?c Tuy 
following the deployment of 1 ATF in 1966. In June 1967 the 40-man 1st Australian 
Civil Affairs Unit (1 ACAU) was established to undertake the program. By 1970 this unit 
had grown to 55 men, with detachments specialising in engineering, medical, 
education and agriculture. 

 During the first three years of the Australian presence civic action was mainly an 
adjunct to military operations, the unit taking part in the cordon and search of villages 
and resettlement programs, as well as occasionally in directly aiding and 
reconstructing villages that had been damaged in major actions. In the final years of 
the Australian presence it became more involved in assistance to villages and to the 
provincial administration. While 1 ACAU was the main agency involved in such tasks, 
at times other task force units were also involved in civic action programs. Activities 
included construction and public works, medical and dental treatment, education, 
agriculture development and youth and sports programs. 

 Although extensive, these programs were often undertaken without reference to the 
local population and it was not until 1969 that villagers were involved in determining 
what projects would be undertaken and in their construction. Equally, ongoing staff and 
material support was usually not provided, while maintenance and sustainment was 
the responsibility of the provincial government which often lacked the capacity or the 
will to provide it, limiting the benefit provided to the local population. The program 
continued until 1 ATF's withdrawal in 1971, and although it may have succeeded in 
generating goodwill towards Australian forces, it largely failed to increase support for 
the South Vietnamese government in the province. Equally, while the program made 
some useful contributions to the civil facilities and infrastructure in Phư?c Tuy which 
remained following the Australian departure, it had little impact on the course of the 
conflict. 

You reference our involvement by way of the —Training Team“ and the arrival of 1RAR in 1965 and being 
supported by a KIWI Artillery Battery whilst supporting the 173rd Airbourne Brigade. 
I dare say that you have been swamped by emails from members who are “Gunners” and who served with 
105th Field Battery, Royal Australian Artillery at Bien Hoa after disembarking from HMAS Sydney at Vung 
Tau on 14 September 1965.  The battery remained at Bien Hoa up until their move to Nui Dat to join the 
rest of the regiment on their arrival in country in 1966. 
 

In	the	Comms	Timeline	Part		I	printed	that	the	KIWI	Artillary	Battery		were	at	Bien	Hoa	&	provided	
173	Airborn	their	Artilliery	support.	One	of	our		member	Gunners,	Drop	Shorts,	9	Mile	Snipers		has
corrected	the	Fake	News	&	I	unreservedly	apologise	for	any	incorrect	references	but	I	please	ask	to	
not	to	shoot	the	Messanger	,	the	article	was	taken	as	written	within	the “Military history of Australia 
during the Vietnam War” - From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
		

APOLOGY
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Part	3	Next	Month



 
FILE IMAGE: Ordinary Seaman Edward ‘Teddy’ Sheean and a painting depicting  

his final heroic action. Courtesy Royal Australian Navy 

 Teddy Sheean will be awarded Victoria Cross 
  10/08/2020 Brian Hartigan 

	Prime	Minister	Scott	Morrison	recently	announced	that	Ordinary	Seaman	Teddy	
Sheean	will	be	awarded	the	Victoria	Cross,	reversing	an	earlier	position.	

	RELATED	STORIES:	
	“The	Australian	government	recognises	the	extraordinary	service,	dedication	and	
sacrifice	of	Ordinary	Seaman	Edward	‘Teddy’	Sheean	and	I	have	written	to	the	
Governor-	General	requesting	he	seek	the	approval	of	Her	Majesty	The	Queen	to	
posthumously	award	a	Victoria	Cross	for	Australia,”	Prime	Minister	Morrison	said.	
	“Our	view	and	policy	has	always	been	that	consideration	of	the	awarding	of	a	
retrospective	Victoria	Cross	would	only	occur	in	light	of	compelling	new	evidence	or	
if	there	was	evidence	of	significant	maladministration.	

	“There	was	a	clear	conflict	of	advice	between	the	2013	Inquiry	into	Unresolved		
Recognition	for	Past	Acts	of	Naval	and	Military	Gallantry	and	Valour	(the	Valour	
Inquiry)	and	the	2019	review	of	the	Defence	Honours	and	Awards	Appeal	Tribunal	
as	to	whether	the	case	of	Teddy	Sheean	met	those	standards.	

	“There	were	further	differences	of	opinion	in	the	interpretation	of	what	was	
contained	in	those	reports.	

	“This	conflict	prevented	a	clear	recommendation	from	being	made	and	needed	to	
be	resolved	before	proceeding	further.	

	“That’s	why	I	commissioned	an	expert	panel	to	provide	further	advice	on	the	
subject.	
	“The	panel	has	identified	maladministration	in	the	consideration	of	Teddy	Sheean’s	
actions,	as	well	as	compelling	new	evidence	that	his	previously	awarded	Mention	in		
Dispatches	should	be	replaced	with	a	Victoria	Cross.	

	“Overturning	a	decision	relating	to	a	Victoria	Cross	nearly	80	years	later	requires	
compelling	reasons.	

	“The	panel	has	articulated	those	reasons	clearly.	
	“This	is	an	exceptional	case	for	an	exceptional	Australian.”	

NAVY
 NEWS
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	The	panel	found	that:	
 	Teddy	Sheean	was	done	a	substantial	injustice	in	consideration	of	his	actions	in	the	

original	decision-making	period	of	1942-45,	constituting	maladministration;	
� 	On	the	basis	of	all	the	evidence	now	available,	higher	recognition	for	Teddy	Sheean	

is	supported;	
� 	Teddy	Sheean’s	courageous	sacrifice	of	his	life	to	save	his	shipmates	meets	the	

eligibility	criteria	for	a	Victoria	Cross	for	Australia;	and,	
� 	the	highest	level	of	recognition	should	be	accorded	in	this	exceptional	case.	

	Prime	Minister	Morrison	said	the	report	was	also	testament	to	the	dedication	of	
Teddy’s	family	and	friends,	as	well	as	Tasmanian	Veterans’	Affairs	Minister	Guy	
Barnett	and		Member	for	Braddon	and	ex-serviceman	Gavin	Pearce	to	ensure	that	
Teddy	received	the	recognition	he	deserved.	

	“The	frustration	they	have	felt	at	times	should	not	be	underestimated	but	it	is	the	
government’s	duty	to	uphold	the	highest	evidentiary	standards	for	the	awarding	of	
a	Victoria	Cross,”	Prime	Minister	Morrison	said.	

	“We	are	pleased	this	process	has	provided	an	avenue	for	their	efforts	to	be	
validated	and	rewarded.	

	“The	government	thanks	the	expert	panel	for	their	detailed	work	in	preparing	their	
report	and	recommendations,	particularly	the	efforts	of	panel’s	chair	Dr	Brendan	
Nelson.”	
	The	panel’s	report	can	be	found	at	Historic	Victoria	Cross	Report	of	the	Expert	
Panel	
 

Cont	from....	12

 DRIVING 
 Two elderly Girls were out driving, both barely able 
to see over the dashboard.  
 Cruising along, they came to major crossroad. The 
stop light was red, but just went on through. 

 The woman in the passenger seat thought , "I must 
be losing it. I could have sworn we just went through 
a red light." 

 A few more minutes, they came to another major 
junction and the light was red again. still, they went 
right through. 

 Now the woman in the passenger seat was almost sure that the light had been red but 
was really concerned that she was losing it. She was getting nervous. 

 At the next junction, yep, the light was red and straight through they went So, she 
turned to the other woman and said, "Beryl, did you know that we just ran through 
three red lights in a row? You could have killed us both!" 

 Beryl turned to her and said, "Oh! Am I driving?" 30



 
 Doug Ellis came across some WW II Aviation Art prints and we thought 

we could share these & comments over the next few editions with members 
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	Apology	for	the	print	quality	but	when	converting	it	tends	to	deteriorate

HIGH	FLIGHT	-	Keith	Ferris
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New data reveals true extent of homelessness for Australian 

veterans 
 KAY HARRISON 

A new study into the prevalence of homelessness in ex-serving men and women calls for 
urgent policy attention and improved services. 

 
          Photo: Shutterstock 

 The AHURI Inquiry into Homelessness 

Amongst Australian Veterans offers the first-

ever estimate of veteran homelessness based 

on primary data, vital for service planning. 

 A much larger number of Australian veterans 
are homeless than previously estimated, 
according to new national research published 
today in the Australian Journal of Social 
Issues. About 5,800 ex-serving men and 
women are homeless in a 12-month period, a 
rate significantly higher than for all 
Australians. 

 The AHURI Inquiry into Homelessness Amongst Australian Veterans, funded by the 
Department of Veterans’ Affairs, offers the first-ever estimate of veteran homelessness 
based on primary data and the first accurate baseline to track changes in the rate over 
time. The information is vital for service planning. 

 The inquiry, conducted by researchers from the Social Policy Research Centre 
(SPRC) at UNSW Sydney and the Centre for Traumatic Stress Studies at the 
University of Adelaide from 2016-2019, was commissioned in response to concern 
about the limited evidence available to inform policy development.  

 The report calls out the critical need for government to commit to further research and 
service policy reform to address homeless veterans’ needs. 
“While international research has shown that veterans are at a greater risk of 
homelessness in comparison to the general population, the extent of the problem in 
Australia has not been known until the completion of our research,” says co-author Dr 
Fiona Hilferty from UNSW’s SPRC.  

 “ This has prevented definit ive service planning, with veterans not recognised as a 
priority cohort within national homelessness policy. The findings of our research point 
to the urgent need for veterans to receive priority attention from policymakers and 
housing organisations.” 

 As well as estimating the number of veterans living without a home, the research also 
examines veterans’ pathways into homelessness. The ways in which aspects of 
military service contribute to homelessness are difficult to isolate, Dr Hilferty says. Ex-
serving men and women who are homeless report similar risk factors to the general 
population, including mental illness, substance abuse and poverty.  

 “However, our research also identified a number of unique factors that increase the 
risk of becoming homeless for veterans. These risks include relationship breakdown, 
being medically discharged from the Australian Defence Force, and being unemployed 
for more than three months following the transition from military service.” 

Homelessness	of	Veteran	servicemen
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 The report also looks at service usage patterns to monitor the efficacy & opportunities 
for improvement in service implementation. It found that while mainstream 
homelessness services may be able to address the needs of those experiencing short 
term or transitional homelessness who seek help, chronically homeless veterans 
require a specific policy and service response focused around the provision of 
permanent and supported housing. 

 “Gaining a suitable home provides opportunities to address the problems that sustain 
chronic homelessness such as mental illness and substance abuse issues,” says 
another co-author of the paper, Professor Ilan Katz from SPRC. 

 “As such it is the core service need for chronically homeless veterans, yet for many 
this need is not being met. It is unlikely that we will have a significant reduction in 
veteran homelessness unless the needs of chronically homeless veterans are met. 
 The project team also included three veteran community researchers who brought to 
the team their personal experience in military service and expertise in supporting 
veterans experiencing homelessness. 

 The research, with its prevalence estimate, will allow for targeted service planning to 
occur in Australia. 
 “At present, we do not know whether veteran homelessness is increasing or 
decreasing,” Prof. Katz says. “Homeless people are amongst the hardest population 
group from whom to collect data. 
 “Additionally, our research has revealed that older Australian veterans go to great 
efforts to isolate themselves from family, and live in a manner that avoids authorities 
and attention. 

 Further research and a genuine commitment to social services reform is required if we 
hope to address the issues contributing to veteran homelessness. 
 These findings are an important first step in understanding veteran homelessness in 
Australia, but further research is needed to address the critical gap in this field of 
research, says Dr Hilferty. 

 While our report begins to build the evidence base, very little is known about the 
geography of veteran homelessness, the effectiveness of current services and the 
extent of homelessness amongst older Australian veterans. Monitoring veteran 
homelessness is a task that is worth undertaking only if policy and service reforms are 
fully resourced and implemented. 

 The research discussed in this article provides the basis for both and highlights the 
necessity of prompt action. 

 SUPERSEX 

 A little old lady who had lost her way was running up 
and down the halls in a nursing home. As she ran, 
she would flip up the hem of her nightgown and say 
"Supersex." 

 She ran up to an old guy in a wheelchair, flipped her 
gown at him, & said, "Supersex." 

 The old boy sat silently for a moment or two and 
finally answered, "I'll take the soup." 
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Spot	the	10	plus	5		Differences	between	the	two	pictures

The	Church	Ladies	with	Typewriters	are	at	it	againThe	Church	Ladies	with	Typewriters	are	at	it	againThe	Church	Ladies	with	Typewriters	are	at	it	again

 They're Back! Those wonderful Church Bulletins! Thank God for the church 

ladies with typewriters. These sentences actually appeared in church bulletins 

or were announced at church services: 

 Don't let worry kill you off - let the Church help. 

 Miss Charlene Mason sang 'I will not pass this way again,' giving obvious 

pleasure to the congregation. 

 The ladies of the Church have cast off clothing of every kind. They may be 

seen in the basement on Friday afternoon. 

 And this one just about sums them all up 

 The Associate Minister unveiled the church's new campaign slogan last 

Sunday: 

 'I Upped My Pledge - Up Yours.' 
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 The male praying mantis cannot 

copulate while its head is attached to 

its body.  

 The female initiates sex by ripping 

the male's head off. 
 (Honey, I'm home . What the...?) 

 If you yelled for 8 years, 7 months 

and 6 days you would have produced 

enough sound energy to heat one cup 

of coffee. 
 (Hardly seems worth it.) 

 The human heart creates enough 

pressure when it pumps out to the 

body to squirt blood 30 feet. 
 (O.M.G.!) 

 The catfish has over 27,000 taste 

buds. 
 (What could be so tasty on the bottom of 

a pond?) 

 A pig's orgasm lasts 30 minutes. 
 (O.M.G.!!!) 
 

 Banging your head against a wall uses 

150 calories an hour. 
 (Don't try this at home; maybe at work.) 

  If you farted consistently for 6 

years and 9 months, enough gas is 

produced to create the energy of an 

atomic bomb. 
 (Now that's more like it!) 
 (I already have 2 bombs) 

 The flea can jump 350 times its 

body length. It's like a human 

jumping the length of a football field. 
 (30 minutes. Lucky pig! Can you imagine?) 

 A cockroach will live nine days 

without its head before it starves to 

death.   (Creepy) 
 (I'm still not over the pig.) 

 Starfish have no brains. 
 (I know some people like that, too.) 

 Butterflies taste with their feet. 
 (Something I always wanted to know.) 

 The strongest muscle in the body is 

the tongue. 
 (Hmmmmmm.......) 

 Elephants are the only animals that 

cannot jump. 
 (Okay, so that would be a good thing.) 

 Right-handed people live, on average, 

nine years longer than left-handed 

people. 
 (If you're ambidextrous, do you split the 

difference?)  

 Humans and dolphins are the only 

species that have sex for pleasure. 
 (What about that pig? Do the dolphins 

know about the pig?) 

 

 Llions mate over 50 times a day. 
 (Can U believe that pig, quality or quantity) 

 Polar bears are left-handed. 
 (If they switch, they'll live a lot longer) 

 An ostrich's eye is bigger than its 

brain. 
 (I know some people like that.) 

 A cat's urine glows under a black 

light. 
 (Did the government pay to find that out) 

  

 These are crazy facts to share with someone you 

want to make smile or chuckle 
 (and you gotta love the pig!) 



 

 
 

New Nissan Showroom At Eagers Nissan | Nissan Brisbane Dealer 

EAGERS NISSAN SALES 
 485 Gympie Road, Kedron QLD 4031 

 1300 549 363 
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CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES 
SEPT      Meeting & the Golf Trip away cancelled - Corona

   23rd     LUNCH at PilPel Restuarant Redcliffe

           YOU MUST CALL BERYL BEFORE FRIDAY TO GET IN

OCT        

25th         Caloundra Race Day Out (subsidised for financial Members)

                     YOU NEED TO REGISTER WITH BERYL ASAP 

NOV            TBA           Due to Covit still to be organised

DEC

12th           Xmas Party at Redcliffe Dolphins Leagues Club

18th           Xmas Break up Picnic at Jamieson Park

STOP PRESS RELEASE
OUR FIRST GENERAL MEETING WAS SET FOR FRIDAY 11 SEPTEMBER BUT WE HAD 
TO CANCEL DUE TO MORETON BAY REGION DECLARED AS A CORONA HOT SPOT

MEETINGS WILL RECOMMENCE ON OCTOBER 9th AT 10AM HELD AT 
 JAMIESON PARK PRECEDING OUR FRIDAY SIZZLE AT 11AM

The Committee are monitoring the risks and exposures and setting
our attendance guidelines as required by the State Government  

YOUR	COMMITTEE	ARE	WORKING	ON	GET	TOGETHER	EVENTS	YOUR	COMMITTEE	ARE	WORKING	ON	GET	TOGETHER	EVENTS	
BUT	COVIT-19	IS	BEEN	A	THORN	IN	OUR	SIDE	ON	WHAT,	WHERE,	BUT	COVIT-19	IS	BEEN	A	THORN	IN	OUR	SIDE	ON	WHAT,	WHERE,	

WHEN	&	HOW	WE	OPERATE.WHEN	&	HOW	WE	OPERATE.
WE	WILL	KEEP	YOU	INFORMED	OF	OUR	SAFE	PLAN	FOR	OUR	GATHERINGS	WE	WILL	KEEP	YOU	INFORMED	OF	OUR	SAFE	PLAN	FOR	OUR	GATHERINGS	

YOUR	COMMITTEE	ARE	WORKING	ON	GET	TOGETHER	EVENTS	
BUT	COVIT-19	IS	BEEN	A	THORN	IN	OUR	SIDE	ON	WHAT,	WHERE,	

WHEN	&	HOW	WE	OPERATE.
WE	WILL	KEEP	YOU	INFORMED	OF	OUR	SAFE	PLAN	FOR	OUR	GATHERINGS	

7

Seniors	Driving

A	senior	citizen	was	driving	down	the	M1	motorway
when	his	car	phone	rang

Answering	it,	he	hears	Gloria	his	darling	wife’s
voice	urgently	warning	him.	“Bill,	I	just	heard	on	
the	radio	news	that	there	is	a	car	traveling	the
wrong	way	along	the	M1.	Please	be	Careful”

“Hell,”	said	Bill	it’s	not	just	one	car	there’s	
hundreds	of	them	going	the	same	way”
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2021     We are looking at a trip to Norfolk & need a hands 
up idea who would be interested in a week away around 
Anzac week  Please let Beryl know if your interested


